Autumn 2022

Year 1: Me and My Relationships
Me and My Relationships
We will be following Power Maths this year.

We will listen to a range of texts including poems and fiction books. Through reading, identify vocabulary
that enriches and enlivens stories.

Year 1 will be focusing on two main questions this term.
What makes me, me?

We will be writing labels, lists, captions and recounts. Use phonetic knowledge to read and spell known
words and decode unfamiliar words.

This term we will:
Count and calculate in a range of practical contexts. Repeat key concepts in different practical ways to
secure retention.

and

Explore numbers and place value up to 20.

Key texts:

What am I connected to?

Funny bones
The Jolly Postman
One Day on Our Blue Planet… In the Savannah.

We will be having lots of fun looking at ourselves and our surroundings and seeing how we
are all very different but are linked together in many ways. We will look at family trees and
different jobs especially the postal service and how we all work together. We will be paying
attention to our surroundings and discovering where St Andrew’s is and what is around us
in our community.

Phonics: We will be revisiting Phase 3 and 4 as we aim to
catch up and consolidate and then move on to Phase 5.
Year 1 will also be visiting the Bath Literature Festival. The event we will be attending is, Kung Fu Bunnies,
Funky Gorillas and Fairy Tales with Gareth P. Jones.

Geography
Investigate places: We will be looking at our school and the surrounding area. We will be creating maps of our
journey to and from school.
Investigate Patterns: We will be learning about seasonal and daily weather, UK and around the world.

History
We will be learning about key events in the past that are significant nationally and globally, particularly those
that coincide with festivals or other events that are commemorated throughout the year. Year 1 will be visiting
No.1 Royal Crescent to experience a Georgian Christmas Party.
Skills and Knowledge: To describe historical events, to recognise that there are reasons why people in the past
acted as they did.
Music
We will be using Charanga this year. We will be studying songs called “Hey You” and “Me, Myself and I”. The
focus will be on singing and learning how to keep the pulse and change the pitch of our voices. We are also
involved in the Trees of Hope project - linking with schools in Bath and Zimbabwe to explore our reconnection
with nature and the land through music, dance and visual arts. KS1 Nativity.

Explore the properties of shapes. Name and identify common 2D and 3D shapes.
Skills and Knowledge: count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos,
fives and tens, given a number, identify one more and one less, identify and represent numbers using
objects and pictorial representations including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more
than, less than (fewer), most, least, and read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words.

Science

P.E

We will be learning about animals including humans: identifying and naming parts of the
body; our five senses. As well as sorting animals into families and comparing the different
groups.

We will be practising our skills in gymnastics, games and athletics, in particular running and jumping. We will
be learning about the different ways that we can travel and monitor our speed as we do so.

Observing the changing seasons and weather. We will observe and describe growth and
conditions for growth for plants during the seasons – with a focus on Autumn and Winter

Skills and Knowledge: to use geographical vocabulary, ask and answer geographical questions.

Add and subtract within 10 using mental and formal written methods in practical contexts.

Skills and Knowledge: to work scientifically to identify, classify, observe and describe using
scientific language.

Skills and Knowledge: To use the terms ‘team-mate’ and ‘opponent’. To develop running and jumping skills.
To move with some control and awareness of space.
PSHE
We will be looking at two questions this term:

What is the same and different about us? And who is special to us?

Art
We will be thinking about what makes me, me. This will include drawing self portraits and
thinking about our families. We will be focusing on drawing and experimenting with different pens and pencils and use David Hockney’s drawings as our inspiration.
Skills and Knowledge: to draw lines of different sizes and thicknesses. To colour (own work)
neatly following lines.

Skills and Knowledge: To will listen carefully to our peers and learn to respect each others points of view.
Mindfulness - enjoying moments of calm; understanding and articulating our feelings.
Computing
We will be learning about communication and expressing our ideas using different apps.
Skills and Knowledge: To understand online risks and the age rules for sites and games.

We will be studying the main stories of Christianity.
The Creation story – Who made the world?
The Christmas Story – Why does Christmas matter to Christians?
Skills and knowledge: To think, talk and ask questions about living in an amazing world
To think, talk and ask questions about the Christmas Story and the lessons we
might learn from it.

Our values for this term are Creativity and
Peace.

Reflections: How was Jesus creative?
How can I be creative?

Oracy: Focusing on our social and emotional skills, we will
be learning to be active listeners.

Thriving Together: We are learning to be resilient
and independent learners.

